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Introduction
My term of office as Chair began as the Association celebrated its
first 50 years with a splendid celebration banquet organised as
part of the Focus 2003 meeting in Manchester. It was such a
pleasure to see so many retired members at the event, renewing
old friendships and being a reminder to all of us of the efforts
and commitment so many have put in to make the Association
what it is today. A daunting task then, to take over from Mike
Hallworth at such a crucial time. Mike was an excellent Chairman
and worked tirelessly on the many aspects of ACB activities to
ensure that we continue to be a major force in laboratory
medicine in the UK and beyond. A hard act to follow and I
certainly will not be able to emulate him in every respect, most
notably as a stand-up comedian, a talent he demonstrated
admirably at the 50th Anniversary banquet!
There have been other changes to Executive and the three year
term of office of Alan Shenkin, as President, also ended. I know
that Alan was a tremendous support to Mike in particular, but
also to other Association officers and his wisdom and considered
opinions were invaluable to both Council and its Executive. I am
delighted to have Chris Price as President during my
chairmanship as I know that I can call on his vast and diverse
experience in clinical biochemistry, including as a former
Chairman of the Association. Martin Myers retired from the
office of Assistant Secretary and we thank him for his efforts in
the often thankless but extremely important task of accurate
minute taking for Council, Executive and other meetings. Gwyn
McCreanor now holds this office and is a welcome new member
of Executive.
The work of the Association is carried out through its wellestablished standing committee structure and we have changes
to officers in some of these. Bill Fraser and Nigel Lawson have
retired as Chairman and Secretary respectively of the Scientific
Committee and must be congratulated for their achievements in
this extremely active area of work. Ian Young, the new Chairman
and Robert Hill, its Secretary have already started new initiatives
and have taken the lead in liaison with the MHRA and the
College over the implications for us all of the IVD directive, the
final outcome of which is still awaited. David Cassidy is the new
Chairman of the Education Committee and we wish him well for
his work in this crucial area.
We continue to have a high profile in international clinical
biochemistry activities. There was a strong UK presence at the
Euromedlab meeting in Barcelona in June 2003, with many
members presenting at symposia, workshops and poster sessions.
In 2005, the UK will be hosting Euromedlab, in Glasgow, and
judging by the interest in the promotional stand in Barcelona, we
can anticipate a meeting well-attended by our European
colleagues. Graham Beastall and his organising committee and
Alan Shenkin and his scientific programme organising committee
are well ahead in their planning for this prestigious event.
Thanks must go to all those who manned the Glasgow and ACB
stands at Barcelona. Meeting and talking to our colleagues from
abroad is an excellent way of bringing our meetings, publications
and other services to their attention.
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The new Chair of the Association with
Professor Barbara Billing, formerly of the Royal Free Hospital

Our links with the American Association for Clinical Chemistry
(AACC) continue to flourish and the Transatlantic Lecture at
Focus provides an opportunity to welcome an eminent speaker
from the US. In 2003, we were treated to an excellent lecture by
Carole Spencer, who was introduced by Sue Evans, the AACC
President. The mutually beneficial arrangement whereby the
AACC and ACB promote and market each others’ publications is
proving successful and regular meetings are held between
officers of the two organisations at Focus and the annual AACC
meeting to discuss areas of common interest and collaboration.
Those ACB members who attended the 2003 AACC meeting in
Philadelphia (despite the British Airways check-in dispute causing
havoc to some travel arrangements!) were treated to an
excellent meeting and exhibition. Once again, the ACB
sponsored an Edutrak session, on Interference in Immunoassays
which was co-ordinated and chaired by Mike Hallworth and
received very positive feedback. At the meeting in Los Angeles
in July 2004, the ACB will be sponsoring two Edutrak sessions
and a workshop. This increased involvement in the scientific
programme of the American meeting is a recognition of the high
scientific quality of clinical biochemistry practised in the UK.
The Association is the UK member organisation of the IFCC and
through this, EC4 and FESCC, the European bodies constituting
the societies from the EU and all Europe respectively. Mike
Hallworth has taken over from Graham Beastall as European
Officer and will be involved in the expansion of EC4 as more
countries join the EU. Many thanks to Graham for his work in this
area and the high profile he has helped to give the Association in
Europe.

We live and work in changing times and NHS modernisation
initiatives will have significant effects on the way we practise
laboratory medicine. Members of the Association have been
actively involved in the consultations and working groups
relating to this. Ian Barnes has been on secondment to the
Department of Health as advisor on Pathology Modernisation
and at the time of writing (January 2004) the advice on its
implementation is due to be published within weeks. The
National Occupational Standards for Healthcare Science project
is near completion. The standards were field tested during 2003
and are currently being piloted in 44 Trusts in the UK. It is
anticipated that the project will be complete by June 2004 and
the standards will be used to map competences to the
Healthcare Science Career Pathway, a multi-entry career
structure, developed by the Chief Scientific Officer, which will
provide increased opportunities for career development for
healthcare scientists.
The Federation of Healthcare Sciences (FHCS) is the body with
which the Department of Health and the Chief Scientific Officer
wishes to consult on issues relevant to scientific services in the
NHS. Each professional body representing professions in
Healthcare Sciences has a representative on one of the three
arms of FHCS, Life Sciences, Physiological Sciences and Physical
Sciences. Each of the arms has an Executive, and four
representatives from each of these comprise the main FHCS
Executive. I represent the clinical scientist groups in Life Sciences
on the main Executive, which is currently establishing its agenda
for the year.
The first challenge the clinical scientists in the Association will
have to face is the implementation of Agenda for Change, the
new pay structure for the NHS, scheduled to be implemented in
October 2004 in early implementer and foundation hospital
trusts and rolled out to the rest of the NHS by April 2005. This is
dealt with more fully in the FCS report.

The Association office, in Tooley Street goes from strength to
strength under the leadership of Graham Groom and his team.
Diane Thorne and Ruth Seneviratne left in 2003, having both
contributed significantly to the Association and Graham has now
been joined by Caroline Eldridge and Nick Hallworth (we do not
have an official nepotism policy!) to complete our new office
team.
The simultaneous appointments of a new Chair and a new
President for the Association gives an opportunity to consider
new initiatives and those we have identified include the
promotion of laboratory medicine, representation of medical
members’ interests within the Association, closer involvement of
the regions in central activities and closer working with other
organisations. On the last of these, in October, a very successful
joint meeting between officers of the Association, chairs of its
standing committees and the Royal College of Pathologists
Standing Committee for Clinical Biochemistry was held, to
discuss areas for closer collaboration. Several were identified
and work is ongoing to put these into practice.
As I write, I have been in office for 8 months and must thank all
those who have helped and supported me in finding my feet,
including the other members of Executive, and Mike Hallworth.
I must also thank all those members who have provided me with
so much encouragement and support, not least those in my own
department at University Hospital Birmingham.

Miss Janet Smith
Chair

On a brighter note, notice has been taken of the joint
ACB/RCPath paper A Profession under Siege and additional
Grade A trainee and Grade B Higher Specialist Training posts
have been funded in many parts of the country, although in
England, there are marked differences between the Workforce
Development Confederations in their willingness to fund or
partially fund Higher Specialist Training posts. The problems of
medical graduate recruitment are also being addressed with
increased training numbers established in 2003 and scheduled
for 2004.
State registration of clinical scientists has been transferred to the
Health Professions Council and closure of title came into effect
in the summer of 2003, meaning that only people on the
register can use the title Clinical Scientist. Assessment for
suitability for inclusion on the register is delegated to the
Association of Clinical Scientists and more than 20 clinical
biochemists who have been through our Grade A training
schemes in recent years have now been awarded their
certificates of attainment. One of my most rewarding activities is
to act as an ACS assessor and interview those applying to join
the register. It is so encouraging to see the high quality of the
junior members of the profession and bodes well for clinical
biochemistry in the future.

Professor Alan Shenkin passes the mantle to Professor Chris Price
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Association Awards 2003
Congratulations to the following Association
Award Winners . . .

ACB Foundation Award Dr I Barnes

Konelab Award Professor A Horvath

Roche Diagnostics Award
Professor G Lundberg
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President’s Shield Dr G Groom
Bayer Award Miss A M Jones

AACC Transatlantic Lecture
Professor C Spencer
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Education Committee
Chairman: Dr David Cassidy Secretary: Mr Paul Newland
There has been a change in the membership of the Committee during
2003. Dr David Cassidy took over as Chairman in May as Miss Janet
Smith moved onto a higher office within the organisation. I would like
to take this opportunity of thanking Janet for the smooth and
comprehensive handover, ably aided and abetted by the Secretary,
who will remain in post until May 2004 to provide robust continuity
of committee business. Mr Paul Newland will be replaced by Dr Jean
Wardell at the end of his term of office. The Education Committee
was pleased to welcome Dr Robert Hill representing the Scientific
Committee and Dr Frances Boa and Dr Eric Kilpatrick as new committee
members. We would like to thank Dr Marek Dominiczak for his
valuable contribution to the Committee during the last few years.
During the last year the Education Committee has met three times
and the Regional Tutors Committee twice. The Education Committee
works in close collaboration with the Regional Tutors Committee on
all educational matters. Both committees have input from the Trainees
Committee so that the views of trainees can be properly represented.
The principal business of the Education Committee has been to
oversee the two national training courses and the Focus Update and
Training Day. The spring training course was held in Glasgow
organised by Dr Graham Beastall and the autumn course, held in
Bristol was organised by Dr Peter Astley. Both were very well attended
and successful and thanks are due to both chairmen and their
respective teams for their efforts in organising these courses. Emphasis
on case-based studies and interactive sessions has continued at training
courses and the number of attendees has increased to over 70.
The Regional Tutors Committee membership has also changed during
the last 12 months as the Committee welcomes Dr Garry John, Dr
Frances Boa, Mr Stephen Whiting and Dr Peter Sharpe to represent
the Eastern, London (South West), London (North West) and
Northern Ireland regions respectively, as successors to Dr John Doran,
Dr Paul Eldridge, Mr Colin Samuels and Dr Tom Trinick. Many thanks
to those retiring tutors for the great effort and contribution they have
made to the Committee and their regions during their terms of office.
Both the Regional Tutors Committee and the Educational Committee
work in collaboration with Northgate who are responsible for the
recruitment of the Grade A Clinical Scientists in England and Wales.
It is very pleasing to note the high calibre of applicants and
competition for these posts, and the gradual increase in both
Grade A and B training posts across the UK.

The Focus Training Day held in Manchester covered gastroenterology,
nutrition, immunology and How to Pass MRCPath Exams. Thanks are
extended to those who led the sessions: Dr David Andrews, Dr Eileen
Manning, Dr Joanna Sheldon and Dr William Marshall. The continued
need for IT training sessions has been well acknowledged and our
thanks go to Dr John O’Connor for his continued commitment. In
addition we are indebted to Dr Allan Deacon for organising the
calculation sessions.
The Training Day at Focus 2004 will cover mebabolic bone disease,
BNP and heart failure, hypertension investigation and management,
obesity and the metabolic syndrome, and laboratory support and
update of porphyria.
The Committee would also like to acknowledge and thank
Mr Stephen Halloran for organising another successful management
course in Guildford in July.
The Education Committee continues its close links with the Royal
College of Pathologists via the reciprocal membership arrangements
with the College Advisory Training Team (CATT) in Chemical
Pathology currently represented by Dr Charles Van Heyningen, and
Dr Trevor Gray as Chair of the Examiners in Chemical Pathology, both
of whom make valuable contributions to the Committee.
The Committee receives regular updates on the progress on the
National Occupations Standards initiative.
Educational bursaries totalling more than £2500 have been awarded
in 2003 enabling members to attend both national and international
meetings including Frontiers in Laboratory Medicine and
Oncodevelopmental Biology and Medicine, in the UK and as far
afield as Australia.
The Committee has also re-written and approved all of its policy and
guideline documents and clearly identified its aims and objectives for
the coming year.
I would like to thank my predecessor and all committee members for
their hard work and commitment on behalf of the Education
Committee during the last 12 months.

Attendees at the ACB Management Course in Guildford
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Publications Committee
Chairman: Mr Stephen Halloran Secretary: Dr Anne Pollock
Another year of achievement reflected in these individual reports. I have seen the
various editorial groups reshape their teams, populating them with new editors and
refreshed aspirations. The reports do not mention the work of Dr Gwyn McCreanor
in her preparation of the invaluable ACB Handbook or the recent preparation of
professional information literature produced with the help of the Trainees
Committee. Pandina Kwong, our Marketing Manager, continues to exploit the
entrepreneurial talents of the ACB and has built a team to promote our many
publications to a wider readership.
This wider readership is touched on in the website report. With the support of
several other professional organisations including the AACC and in a blaze of
publicity, 2004 will see the ACB launch Labtests Online and start a very visible
rapport with the general public and health care professionals. The importance of this
publication cannot be overestimated; it should lift the profile of both the profession
and of our own Association. I complete my term of office as Chairman of the
Committee happily associated with this new initiative and in awe of editors across
ACB Publications whose talents and dedication seem unbounded.

Sue Martin, the new Chair of the Publications Committee
considers dates for the next meeting

Venture Publications
Chairman: Mr Mike Hallworth Secretary: Dr Karen Poyser
Dr Roy Sherwood completed his term of office as Chairman of Venture Publications in May 2003, and the new Chairman,
Mr Mike Hallworth, expressed the Association’s thanks for a very successful and productive term. Thankfully, Roy remains
with Venture Publications as Managing Editor, and will retain a major role in commissioning, editing and publishing books.
2003 saw the publication of one new book, Neonatology and Laboratory Medicine, by Anne Green, Imogen Morgan and
Jim Gray. This is a welcome revision of the first book in the Clinical Biochemistry in Medicine series, now reborn with a
laboratory medicine focus. The book was distributed free to members and is selling well. The second edition of Dr David
Burnett’s accreditation book, published at the end of 2002, is also selling extremely well both in the UK and across the globe.
2004 will bring a new CD-ROM on calcium and metabolic bone disease, and a new book on diabetes and laboratory
medicine, plus some other goodies at the end of the year. We have a new marketing team led by Pandina Kwong and
consisting of Ms Anne Bowron, Dr Gwen Wark and Miss Marie Parsons, who have ambitious plans to develop and enhance
our marketing activity. The marketing co-operation with AACC, begun in 2002, has thrived in 2003 and both Associations
are pleased with the way it has grown and developed.
Dr Pippa Goddard left the CAL team during the year, with our thanks for her hard work, and was replaced by Dr Catherine
Davies. The Association is grateful to all members of the VP team, and to the office staff who provide invaluable support and
fulfil the book orders so efficiently. On-line shopping will become available early in 2004, thanks to the efforts of Dr Ian
Godber and Dr Graham Groom, and full details of all VP publications are on the ACB website.

Proceedings of the National Meeting
Editor: Mrs Sue Martin
There were no significant changes to the Focus Proceedings this year
following the major style change in 2002. A slightly lower number of
abstracts was submitted to Focus 2003 but the publication ran to more
pages than in 2002 due to an increase in abstract length. The
advantages of issuing a CD-ROM were again debated but both the
Publications Committee and the committees involved in the
organization of the Focus meetings remain unconvinced of the benefits.

The relationship between the Proceedings and the Annals of Clinical
Biochemistry was discussed with the Annals Editorial Board. The
possible advantages of publishing the Proceedings as a formal
supplement to the Annals were identified. However, it was agreed that
the disadvantages of this approach outweighed the possible advantages
and the Proceedings should continue to be an independent publication
of the Focus meetings.
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Annals of Clinical Biochemistry
Editor-in-Chief: Mr Stephen Halloran
The year has been one of change and preparation. The changes are
reminiscent of cabinet reshuffles! Profs Swaminathan and Howard
Morris leave the journal after many years of hard work as stalwart
editors. Mike Badminton and Edmund Lamb were welcomed as new
Associate Editors, Mike Hallworth returned to join Helen Losty as
co-author of Piscator and Andrew St John replaced Howard Morris as
Australasian Editor. Editorial changes have not stopped there. My 25
years’ association with the Annals, as helper, assistant, associate and
chief editor draw to a close and I am handing over the reins to my
colleague and friend, Julian Barth. After serving his editorial
apprenticeship Julian’s appointment as Editor-in-Chief was
enthusiastically endorsed by the November meeting of the ACB Council.
Well done Julian!
Editorial reshuffles provide opportunities for more change and the
Annals Editorial Office will now move from my front room, to the ACB
Office and we welcome Dragana as the first ACB-employed Journal
Manager. This change reflects the expectations and obligations made of
major international journals in the age of electronic publishing.
Preparations are progressing for revision of the journal’s manuscript
handling arrangements and management software, which will create
greater opportunity for electronic communication with authors, referees
and editors.

Julian and Dragana take over the reins of the Annals

With all these changes afoot and with a record number of published
pages this year the future looks bright for our journal. My thanks to
colleagues at the RSM and to a magnificent team of dedicated and
talented editors both this last year and over my 25 years sojourn with
the Annals of Clinical Biochemistry.

The Editors of the Annals of Clinical Biochemistry
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ACB News
Editor: Dr Jonathan Berg
ACB News has continued to offer a topical news and views forum for
the Association. In 2004 two new Associate Editors, Louise Tilbrook
and Ian Hanning join the editorial team. Meanwhile Judith Burrows
has left for New Zealand where she hopes to pick up her career in
clinical biochemistry.
ACB News has had a successful year and has covered many areas of
topical interest in the changing world of healthcare laboratory science.
The debacle of CE marking was exposed by ACB News in summer
2003 and ACB News played a crucial role in getting this out into the
open.
The continuing resurgence in jobs for clinical scientists in the NHS has
been reflected in healthy Situations Vacant pages. This together with
healthy corporate advertising means that the ACB News is not only
self-financing but makes a net contribution to ACB finances.
The PDF version of ACB News is published on the internet around the
10th of each month and we now see a very large number of readers
downloading the PDF version. However, there are currently no plans
to stop producing the printed version, which is still the preferred way
for most people to receive the magazine.

The Project Board of Labtests Online

ACB Website
Webmaster: Dr Ian Godber
The ACB website continues to provide a continually updated source of information for members. The online version of ACB
News remains the most popular feature, however the site is being used on an increasing frequency to access other
important documents. In 2003, such documents included Guidelines on the Performance of Sweat Tests for the
Investigation of Cystic Fibrosis and also companions to David Burnett’s Venture Publications book on laboratory
accreditation.
As 2003 was the 50th Anniversary of the ACB, it was decided that this would be a good point to move all the Association’s
historical data from the handbook to the website. For this reason, the History Area of the site was created and contains
information on all past officers, awards and publications of the ACB. The Meetings Section also continues to be popular
and I would encourage regional secretaries to provide me with information on meetings that they are organising, so that
details can be posted here, and a wider audience targeted.
The West Midlands ACB Region produced their own website this year. This has allowed them to target their local audience,
and easily disseminate information around the Region. Regional representatives have recently been contacted about the
possibility of extending this initiative to other regions.
A Members Area was recently added to the site. This has allowed secure access, initially to the full text of the Annals of
Clinical Biochemistry. In the future it is hoped that consultation documents and minutes of meetings will be available to
members, as well as a facility to access the members’ database and update your details online. There were however a few
unforeseen delays in the project to sell publications through the ACB website. Most of these problems have now been
overcome and it is hoped that the online selling of ACB Venture Publications books and CDs will be available in the very
near future. It is also hoped that the website can be used to promote other ACB projects, including work currently being
carried out by Craig Webster in Nottingham to provide video presentations of lectures on CD and over the Internet.
The Labtests Online project is ongoing, and both the Project Board and editors have met on a number of occasions in 2003
to discuss progress. The site, which will provide information on laboratory tests to the general public, will be launched in
the spring of 2004.
Finally, Graham Handley has continued to keep everyone up to date on all matters relating to the Federation of Clinical
Scientists, through the FCS sub-website.
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Scientific Committee
Chairman: Professor Ian Young Secretary: Dr Robert Hill

This has been a busy year for the Scientific Committee. The Committee
has a number of ongoing projects and responsibilities, but in addition
responds on behalf of the ACB to important scientific and legislative
developments which impact on clinical biochemistry. In the last year,
a considerable amount of time has been spent dealing with the
consequences of the In Vitro Diagnostics Directive, including
corresponding with MHRA, liaising with other organisations and
disseminating information to Association members. The Scientific
Committee and other organisations have been very active in challenging
the initial MHRA interpretation of the directive, and the MHRA is
currently reconsidering its position. It remains unclear how the directive
will be applied in the UK, but as soon as this is apparent the Committee
will prepare guidelines and provide resources to help laboratories to
comply with the requirements of the legislation as easily as possible.
In addition to liaising with MHRA, the Committee has been active in
contributing to the development of a variety of NICE guidelines on
behalf of the ACB. This activity is co-ordinated by Dr Robert Hill, and
we would like to thank all of those members of the Association who
have agreed to help with this endeavour. Most recently we have
registered to contribute to guideline development in relation to diabetes
in pregnancy, familial hypercholesterolaemia, hyperlipidaemia and
cardiovascular risk, and prostate cancer. This is an important ongoing
task which will help to ensure that a clinical biochemistry viewpoint is
taken into account in any new NICE guidelines. The Committee also
continues to liaise with a wide variety of other bodies, including other
professional associations, government and industry.
Each year the ACB awards a number of scientific scholarships. These
are aimed particularly at less experienced members of the association
who are seeking to establish their scientific careers, but it is open to all
members to apply. This year three awards were made. Two thousand
pounds were awarded to Dr Gail Harrison (Bristol) to test the hypothesis
that adding unconjugated oestriol and dimeric inhibin A to a twomarker (alphafetoprotein and total human chorionic gonadotrophin)
Down’s Syndrome screening programme improves screening
performance. Dr Elaine Murphy (London) received £4250 to investigate
the role of thyroid hormones in human bone formation and bone loss,
and Dr Jennifer Cundick (Belfast) was awarded just under £3000 to
investigate the effects of high glucose with oleic and linoleic acids on
signalling pathways in vascular smooth muscle cells.
During the course of this year Dr Nigel Lawson stepped down as
secretary of the Committee and was replaced by Dr Robert Hill. We
would like to thank Nigel for his hard work and important contribution
to the work of the Scientific Committee over the last few years.
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As always, the posters were very popular at Focus

Clinical Sciences Reviews Committee
Chairman: Dr Edmund Lamb Secretary: Dr Allan Deacon Editorial Secretary: Mr Michael Fahie-Wilson
The Clinical Sciences Reviews Committee (CSRC) is a standing
committee of the ACB Scientific Committee with a remit to
promote a wider understanding of the practice of our profession
by commissioning topical and relevant articles of interest to the
clinical biochemistry community. Articles are usually but not
exclusively published in the Annals of Clinical Biochemistry.
The Committee meets four times a year at ACB headquarters; in
addition an enormous amount of work is undertaken by all
members outside of the meetings. Review topics are usually
identified by the Committee at our quarterly meetings (although
we welcome suggestions from the general ACB membership)
following which a national or international expert in the field is
commissioned. The Committee works with the authors defining
the scope and style of the article.
We hope that our work remains a useful and stimulating
resource for the membership and are aware that the Annals
review articles are widely read. Some of the highlights this year
included reviews on catecholamine measurement (R Peaston &
C Weinkove), benchtop mass spectrometry (J Honour), thyroid
cancer (G Beastall), carcinoid (C Lips et al), IQC planning
(J Westgard) and herbal remedies (C Corns). This latter review
was linked to a BMJ editorial published at the same time.
Writing a review is extremely demanding and we appreciate the
efforts of authors who fit this work in around the day job.
A complete list of ACB-commissioned reviews can be found in
the front of the Members’ Handbook.

Allan Deacon (right), Secretary of the Clinical Sciences
Reviews Committee, with Bill Bartlett at Focus

One of the roles of the Committee is to review and judge
abstracts submitted for the DPC Prize. This year, 240 abstracts
were reviewed, from which a short-list of 10 was selected for
display at Focus 2003. For the first time this year, all of these
were displayed for the entire three days of the Focus exhibition.
The nominated authors were asked to give a short presentation
of their work and the judges were given the opportunity to ask
questions. The winners were Miss M Kahn (ferrochetalase
gene), Miss H Wu (cystinuria screening) and Mrs C Fahm
(relational database). A further prize was awarded to
Dr D Halsall (linear dichroism and PCR) for poster presentations.
Dr Alison Avenall, Dr Godfrey Gillett, Dr Geoff Holder, Mr
Edward Kearney, Dr Dermot Neely and Dr Peter Rae retired
from the Committee this year and all are thanked for their hard
work. Dr Peter Woodford has also retired after 24 years of
continuous service to this committee and its forerunners: a
remarkable achievement and contribution.
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Trainees Committee
Chair: Miss Sophie Barnes Secretary: Mr Steven McCann
This year has seen a few changes to the Trainees Committee. Members
leaving include Dr Gwen Wark, originally regional representative for the
Southern Region (Outside London) and subsequently the Trainees’
representative on the Workforce Advisory Committee (WAC). Gwen has
completed her 3-year tenure as the WAC representative and also completed
her MRCPath. Ms Kirsty Kilpatrick was both the Northern Ireland and Grade B
FCS representative and has also recently completed her MRCPath. Dr Joy
Johnstone, the East of Scotland representative who was also the Committee
liaison officer with the Publications Committee and Dr Heather Holmes who
was representative for Southern Region (North London) both stepped down at
the beginning of the year. The Committee wishes to thank these members for
their time and effort.
Good news for the Committee is that new representatives for the vacant posts
have been relatively easy to find. The Committee has proved so popular that
there was a ballot for the East of Scotland representative. The Chair and
Secretary thank all members who give up their time to the Committee.
In 2003, the Committee met on the Monday afternoon of each of the ACB
training courses, which were in Glasgow and Bristol. Some of the main topics
of discussion over the year were state registration, Agenda for Change,
paediatric training, the Trainees website, increased trainee numbers at ACB
training events and modifying the content of training courses to be relevant
to the new practical exam.

The Trainees Committee met at the
ACB Training Course in Glasgow in March

As usual, the Trainees Committee organised the speaker on the Monday night
of the training courses. At the Glasgow meeting, Mr Alan Penny (FCS
Chairman) discussed Agenda for Change and took questions from the floor.
Dr Ian Godber (ACB Webmaster) asked what trainees wanted from the ACB
website and also investigated the format trainees wanted as course handouts.
Dr Graham Beastall was on hand to answer questions regarding the Royal
College; however concerns about Agenda for Change took up most of the
evening. At the Bristol course, the Committee arranged for Dr Gwyn
McCreanor (ACB representative to the National Occupational Standards
Committee) to discuss National Occupational Standards and their impact on
career progression in the future.
Important tasks that the Committee have achieved include appointing
Mr James McGuire as a website liaison officer responsible for ensuring the
Trainees website is up-to-date with regard to names of committee members
and other documents. Miss Rachel Edwards was appointed to carry out an
assessment of paediatric training, which will hopefully be presented as a poster
at Focus 2004. The Committee also updated and modified its terms of
reference. With various representatives on other committees such as ACB
Council, Regional Tutors, Education Committee, WAC, RCPath Trainees
Advisory Committee, Publications Committee and FCS, the Trainees
Committee has made contributions to many decisions over the year and has
been able to raise many issues of importance to trainees.

Steve McCann, Secretary of the Trainees Committee,
had his photograph taken many times
while manning the joint ACB/Euromedlab
Glasgow 2005 stand in Barcelona
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Workforce Advisory Committee
Chairman: Dr Howard Worth Secretary: Dr Peter Astley

This year has seen a recognition from the centre that there is a real
workforce issue, not only in pathology services, but in healthcare
sciences as a whole. As a result there are indications that some of these
issues may be addressed. The reasons for this are numerous. The
publication and implementation of the Department of Health’s review
of healthcare science-based services Making the Change, the
establishment of the Workforce Development Confederations (WDC)
whose role in training is now being consolidated, and more recently the
appointment of Dr Sue Hill as the Chief Scientific Officer and the
formation of the Workforce Review Team have all played a role in this
recognition. The publication of A Profession Under Siege has also been
contributory. Dr Hill is a clinical scientist in physiological measurement
and therefore has first-hand experience of the workforce problems in
healthcare science. The initial brief of the Workforce Review Team
(WRT) was to look at workforce planning within medical staffing where
it has made significant steps forward. It is now charged with reviewing
healthcare sciences in the same way. The WRT has agreed to meet all
the professional bodies in healthcare science to review the workforce
status and to try to project future needs. It seems likely that there will
be major changes in the workforce and its structure to the benefit of the
service. With this will come many challenges and some changes may
not be welcomed by all. It is important therefore that our Association is
involved and prepared to enter into open discussion with all the other
stakeholders.
The 2003 intake of Grade A trainees is increased from last year at 40,
and there is a significant increase across the UK agreed in principle by
the WDCs and the other funding bodies for the 2004 intake. This
success produces its own problems in that there is now major pressure
on the teaching centres to take on more training. This has been relieved
to a degree by the establishment of further training centres. The
Workforce Advisory Committee (WAC) published a document
recommending an equality of remuneration for Grade A trainees which
has been agreed in principle by the WDCs. There is also increasing
support to fund a four year training programme in line with registration
requirements, with the fourth year remunerated at the Grade B level.
There has been little progress in establishing further supernumerary
Higher Specialist Training (HST) posts, but Grade A trainees appear to
be moving into Grade B posts as the attrition rate is down to about
10%, which is better than most professions within the health service.
The WAC has sent a document out to all heads of service reminding
them of their training commitment to those in HST posts whether
supernumerary or not.
One of the major concerns during the year has been the resources
available for paediatric metabolic training. There are two parts to this firstly the training in paediatric metabolic disorders for the general
clinical biochemist, which is a requirement of the Grade A training
programme, and secondly, the more intense training of the clinical
biochemist who is going to become a specialist in metabolic
biochemistry (biochemical genetics). We are pleased to report that
approval for three trainer posts in metabolic biochemistry (biochemical
genetics) in three centres (North, Midlands and South) across England,
and up to eight new Grade B HST posts (for paediatric metabolic
biochemistry) have been funded via the genetics white paper
Releasing the Potential of Genetics in the NHS. This is a major step

Howard Worth, retiring Chairman of the
Workforce Advisory Committee

forward to secure the future for the sub-modality of paediatric
metabolic biochemistry.
The WAC reviews the ACB membership database two-yearly and that
review is currently on-going. Dr Graham Groom has recently carried out
some major changes to the database which will enable more useful
information to be retrieved. At a meeting with the Royal College of
Pathologists both bodies agreed that their databases should be accessed
jointly thus pooling information rather than working separately.
A large open meeting was held in January 2004 hosted and chaired by
the Chief Scientific Officer at which proposals for a new career pathway
in healthcare sciences, linked to the National Occupational Standards
was launched. This is a major programme with enormous implications in
which the ACB must have a major input.
The least successful event of the year was probably the Healthcare
Scientists Awareness Week. This is an initiative to try to bring an
awareness of the role of science in heath care to the public. It is the
second year that this programme has been carried out and, although
this year was marginally more successful than last, it seemed to lack
co-ordination. Strategically it was planned centrally but devolved to the
WDCs for implementation. Locally, some areas were more active than
others, which was due to the enthusiasm of a few individuals.
In summary, for the first time almost in living memory, there does seem
to be a recognition of the role of science in health care and there are
potentially a number of exciting developments, but the way forward
will not be without its difficulties, and the ACB needs to be sure that it is
there to meet the undoubted challenges.
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Federation of Clinical Scientists
Chairman: Mr Alan Penny Secretary: Mr Geoff Lester
The Federation of Clinical Scientists (FCS) National Committee met four times
during 2003, including the annual autumn training meeting in Manchester, and
the Executive Committee met three times. Additionally we used the facility of the
ACB’s own meeting rooms to add a regional representatives’ training day
regarding handling member’s cases onto a committee meeting. At the Manchester
meeting we heard about advances in confidentiality issues, which may present a
trap for the unwary, and about the new anti-discrimination employment laws
regarding beliefs and sexual orientation.
During the year Ms Kirsty Kilpatrick, Trainees Representative and Ms Helen Smith,
co-opted member for national level representations left the Committee, both as a
result of advancement in their careers. In view of the demands in the forthcoming
year of Agenda for Change (AfC) implementation we have co-opted Mr Tim
Saben, our local representative at Guy’s and St Thomas’, the major early
implementation site for clinical scientists, to help.
Two officer elections were conducted with Mr Alan Penny and Ms Teresa Teal
being re-elected to further terms of office as Chairman and Assistant Secretary
respectively.
As always the profession owes a thank you to all those who give of their time and
efforts in support of the standing of our science and profession and the well-being
of ACB members at local, regional and national levels.
By far the majority of committee, executive and officers’ time has been occupied
with AfC, trumpeted by the Department of Health as the biggest re-organisation of
any workforce ever. More on AfC below. Other issues addressed during the year
have included:

•

The inception of the Health Protection Agency replacing the PHLS. This has
involved the transfer of many PHLS clinical microbiologists into NHS trusts and
the creation of a new negotiating structure within the HPA.

•

Consultations on NHS Foundation Trusts and discussions at the Department of
Health regarding the freedoms they have to diverge from AfC.

•

Responses to the government green paper on pensions and subsequent
involvement in the major review of the NHS Pension Scheme now in progress.
Suggestions that the retirement age would be significantly increased cause great
consternation. We are assured that should any changes be made these are
unlikely to affect staff retiring before 2013. The review is still at a very early
stage.

•

Working alongside our colleagues on ACB Executive as ideas are developed for
the future of healthcare scientists career development.

AfC is now presenting itself as action rather than the abstract negotiating topic we
have been reporting for the past three years. The first half of the year was taken up
with the long promised consultation exercise. FCS officers met members from
London to Glasgow and Belfast to Exeter. In all, over 40% of the affected
membership attended the meetings with many lively question and answer sessions.
60% of the relevant members voted with a 3-to-1 vote in favour of the model. This
was very similar to many other NHS unions representing healthcare professional
staff. The positive vote in the first stage of the ballots of UNISON and AMICUS
members gave the go-ahead in June for the early implementation testing of the
system.
At the time of writing the early implementers have not yet reported. However an
early lesson is that this process will take a considerable commitment of trust
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Geoff Lester and Alan Penny listen to members’ views
at the FCS AGM

resources. The Health Minister, John Hutton, is charged with overseeing
implementation, which is organised across the country by the Strategic Health
Authorities. He expresses to NHS unions that national rollout in 2004 (assuming
agreement in the second stage ballots by those unions committed to them) is the
number one priority. He agrees with us that this exercise must be done properly
and diligently. That will take time and effort, which will put strain on trusts and
departments. He is also adamant that the spirit of partnership working, which
pervaded the gestation of the agreement and structures around it, such as the NHS
Job Evaluation Scheme, will also be strongly evident at the local level. It is beholden
on local representatives to be involved and take those opportunities.
Members, including department heads thinking about their budgets, in common
with all staff-side organisations have expressed some scepticism about the money
to pay for AfC. At the HR in the NHS Conference in June FCS questioned directly
the NHS HR Director and the then Minister of Health on this issue. The audience
was given firm assurances that the costs have been calculated and funding is
already with the PCTs. Affordability is not an issue and John Hutton will not hear of
it as a barrier. It will therefore be left for each of us to claim our ground, ensure we
have high quality job descriptions that mean something to those on matching
panels outside our profession and maintain the standing of our profession.
Since June, we have been able to publish rather little. Meanwhile the early
implementers, including a number of clinical scientists supported by regional
representatives and officers have been working very hard to test the system and
ensure that the problems for us are addressed. A key deficiency is the lack of a full
set of job profiles covering the full spectrum of post-registration roles of clinical
scientists which extend up to clinical director level. We are not alone in this. In
particular we have been working closely with our colleagues in hospital physics and
clinical science disciplines other than biochemistry.
We are also aware that the time is approaching to engage in the next round of
training for local representatives and members in the new system. This started in
February 2004 with job matching training for regional representatives to enable
them to better advise you.
Difficult and demanding as the next year will be the light is beginning to brighten
at the end of the AfC tunnel. We must then look forward to how it is used in the
developing ideas of healthcare scientist career progression and as new, more
flexible roles come into practice.

Dick Mills (right) , Secretary of the Regulating Committee (forerunner to the FCS)
in the 1980s, with Peter Broughton at the 50th Anniversary celebrations in Manchester
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National Meetings Committee
Chairman: Mr Jeff Seneviratne Secretary: Mr Steve Goodall
This year saw the celebration of the Association’s 50th Anniversary and it
was natural that our national meeting should have a central role in
acknowledging this. It was coincidental that Focus 2003 in Manchester
had a changed format – exhibition-light. The meeting theme, Clinical
Diagnostics, allowed our corporate members to identify with the
conference in a different way. This was developed further with the
involvement of BIVDA.
The challenge of organising this meeting was taken up by Gilbert
Wieringa, as local Chairman, and Julian Barth, as Chairman of the
Scientific Programme Committee, who put together an exciting and
innovative programme. Highlights will be a personal choice, but for many
the debates, with audience participation through interactive technology,
were a novel way of addressing important issues, even if each side
approached the subject from a different perspective. The celebration of
our Golden Jubilee included a symposium which examined the past and
present activities of the Association. We were joined by many retired
members, many of them pioneers in their day.
A new venture in 2003 was Frontiers in Laboratory Medicine, a two day
meeting in February in association with the Dark Report. The Dark
Report is an intelligence and information source about management
issues in clinical laboratories in North America. Together we produced a
meeting addressing the issues of Pathology Modernisation in which
delegates could learn from the experiences of senior people from the
USA and Canada. The feedback received from the 100 or so delegates
was very positive and a follow-up meeting is taking place in Manchester
in 2004.

Jeff Seneviratne, retiring Chairman of the National Meetings
Committee with Kath Brownbill and Kath Hayden
of the Focus 2003 Committee

This will be my last annual report as Chairman of the National Meetings
Committee, bringing to an end a period in which there have been many
challenges to face but opportunities also. Focus has had to adapt and the
organisers have become more innovative. It is gratifying that our annual
conference is still very well appreciated by our members.

Retired members of the Association enjoyed the 50th Anniversary celebrations at Focus 2003
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Corporate Members Group
Chairman: Mr Mervyn Nicholas
There have been some changes to the Corporate Members Executive
Group during 2003. The current committee is as follows:
Mervyn Nicholas
Andrew Greaves
Euan Donald
Carla Deakin
Andy Bufton
Judi Burdett
Phil Wood
Judi Jackson

Chairman
Secretary
National Meetings
National Meetings
Publications
Scientific Committee
Government Liaison
Past Chair

Zenacroft
IL
Abbott
Abbott
Microgenics
IL
DPC

I took over as Chairman at Focus 2003 following Judi Jackson (DPC),
who had three successful years and we thank for her valuable
contribution during that period.
Focus 2003 was a brave decision by the ACB to do something different
and was known locally as New Variant Focus but the overall theme was
to create greater awareness of laboratory medicine. The success of such
a broad goal was impossible to assess in the short term but it was the
start.
During my extensive career as a supplier to the healthcare market I have
seen many changes ranging from district and regional health authorities,
which worked well, to national supplies, batch testing and
regionalisation to consolidation and rationalisation. Throughout the
years the only constant thread has been cutbacks to laboratory budgets,
which are seen as a cost rather than a resource. Investment in
laboratory medicine only comes with political gain i.e. AIDS, SARS, and
probably now Bird Flu. Until the NHS ceases to be a political pawn I
wonder if it will ever become anything more than an under-invested
third world service.
Of all the changes I have seen currently what is happening with the
PCTs and the drive to POC testing may be the most significant. Alan
Milburn declared in August that 75% of all healthcare expenditure
would be under the direct control of the PCTs. What I wonder will
happen to laboratory medicine?
The ACB have once again taken the initiative and are addressing the
poor perception and lack of value for laboratory medicine and set up a
high profile committee together with their corporate members and of
course BIVDA. The belief that we need each other continues to
strengthen the relationship evidenced by this latest ACB initiative to
raise awareness of laboratory medicine; laboratory medicine is not just a
microscope. This initiative was spawned out of Focus 2003 where once
again the ACB listened to their corporate members and produced a new
style Focus.
Four Corporate Members sit on this high profile committee: Colin
Brown (Roche),Judi Jackson (DPC),Phil Wood (IL) and Mervyn Nicholas.
Andy Bufton and Peter McCulloch have also been invited to join as this
committee believes the future success and development of laboratory

Mervyn Nicholas, new Chairman of the Corporate Members Group

medicine hinges on the successful achievement of the five year plan and
clear objectives contained within it. BIVDA have their own PR Working
Party and the plan is to work closely with BIVDA so that efforts
complement each other, to this end Doris-Ann Williams has also joined
the Committee.
The ACB and their corporate members continue to work well together
through the close liaison via the Corporate Members Committee and as
members of a variety of ACB committees where our attendance is
enjoyed and input valued.
As a Committee we have to make decisions on behalf of the members
but always value feedback so that we know our decisions reflect the
opinions of the membership as a whole.
This Committee will continue to work with the ACB in general and more
specifically the committees on which we serve to further strengthen the
already strong relationship we enjoy.
If any corporate member companies have any views about the activities
and direction of the Committee then I would like to hear from them.
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European Matters
European Officer: Mr Mike Hallworth
The major event in 2003 European clinical chemistry was the spectacular Euromedlab 2003 Congress in Barcelona in June. It
was probably the most successful European congress ever held, in a wonderful city, and set the expectation barrier pretty
high for the next Euromedlab, in Glasgow in 2005. I sat at the opening ceremony in an enormous open arena on a warm
summer’s night, replete with good food and excellent wine and watched an entrancing pageant with superb music, finishing
off with a dazzling firework display. The Glasgow 2005 Organising Committee were all around me, and as the last bang
faded and the sky reverted to a beautiful indigo, an awed voice said “We’re going to need a lot of whisky….!” But we’re up
for it, and Glasgow 2005 will be every bit as good. Trust me.
The Forum of European Societies of Clinical Chemistry and Laboratory Medicine is the European region of IFCC, and covers
all European countries. The ACB is working closely with FESCC in planning the 2005 Congress, and also supports their
strategic plan, which focuses strongly on development of clinical biochemistry in Eastern Europe. Details of FESCC activities
are available on www.fescc.org.
The European Union countries have their own sub-group within FESCC, the European Communities Confederation of Clinical
Chemistry and Laboratory Medicine (EC4 is the much-needed abbreviation!). I currently act as Secretary of EC4, which
works to co-ordinate common standards in clinical biochemistry across the EU. We are active in laboratory accreditation,
seeking to establish ISO 15189 as the common standard for clinical laboratory accreditation across the EU, and in
administering the European Register of Specialists in Clinical Chemistry and Laboratory Medicine (EurClinChem). EC4 is
actively working for the official recognition of EurClinChem as a recognised EU qualification for clinical chemists. About 20%
of eligible UK clinical chemists are currently on the European Register, and there is plenty of room for more – if you haven’t
yet joined, you should seriously consider it. The ACB office has full details (admin@acb.org.uk). Mrs Janet McMurray
(Salford) is currently Secretary to the Register Commission.
EC4 is active in a whole range of other areas – so much so that our 2002-5 Strategic Plan was almost complete at the end of
2003 and we are moving on to new challenges! A major area of work involves the ten countries who will join the EU in 2004
(Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Slovakia, Slovenia – a list I can now type from
memory!). Establishing common standards across the (soon to be) 25 countries is a formidable challenge, but one with huge
potential benefits. Full details of EC4’s many and varied activities are on the web at www.ec-4.org.
The UK will continue to play a major role in European clinical biochemistry as we plan the 2005 congress as a scientific
showcase and a tremendous opportunity to learn from each other.

The Organising Committee for Euromedlab Glasgow 2005
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ACB Regions Report
The first event in the Republic of Ireland Region this year was the
annual joint Northern Ireland Region/ACBI scientific meeting, which
was held in Belfast in March. Topics included metabolic muscle disease
and pathology modernisation. Two further scientific meetings were held
during the year and in November, the ACBI Annual Conference took
place. The ACBI and IMPACT (the public sector trade union which
negotiates for clinical biochemists) continue to negotiate with the
Department of Health and Children, which has agreed to provide
funding for biochemists currently preparing for the MRCPath
examination. The funding will support attendance of the trainees at
ACB training courses and Focus. Many thanks to our ACB colleagues in
the UK for backup.
The Trent, Northern and Yorkshire Region had a successful year. The
AGM held in North Tees welcomed an enlarged committee with the
roles of secretary and treasurer being split to meet the demands of the
expanded region.

Pharmacogenomics was held at the impressive Lowry Centre where we
received a first class introduction to this emerging topic from national
and international speakers. In late September, Ian Laing’s work as local
audit lead came to fruition with a well-supported audit meeting at
Trafford General Hospital.
It is pleasing to report that this year the Region appointed 6 Grade A
Trainee Biochemists and now also has a total of 6 HST posts. We await
the outcome of the work the FCS is doing with local members at
Aintree Hospital, our early implementer site, on the introduction of
Agenda for Change.
Congratulations to Dr C Weinkove who this year was one of the first to
be awarded Fellowship of the ACB.
Finally, thanks to the outgoing members of the committee, Lesley
Tetlow and Steven McCann for their dedication and hard work.

We had four scientific meetings this year. Our AGM was held in April in
Stockton; the scientific themes of the meeting were improving links, and
foetal and maternal well-being. June saw us celebrating the career of
Dr Adel Ismail. The theme of the meeting was based around Adel’s
career progression and included talks about testosterone, SHBG, male
osteoporosis (given by Dr Abbas Ismail, Adel’s son) and interference in
immunoassays. The meeting was followed by presentation of a gift and
a celebratory dinner. Scunthorpe General Hospital hosted a stimulating
meeting ‘Research in Clinical Biochemistry’, with local and guest
speakers encouraging us to join in wherever we work. Unfortunately,
the Geoffrey Walker Award, had to be cancelled due to lack of entrants.
To encourage our younger members for the future, the Committee
voted to increase the prize for this award substantially. Thanks are
extended to all our local organisers, industry sponsors and contributors
to the meetings.

The Northern Ireland Region held two scientific meetings in 2003,
including the full day meeting in March, in association with biochemists
in South Ireland. The second meeting was followed by a dinner to mark
the retirement of Mr Selby Nesbitt, Consultant Biochemist.

We have again increased the number of Grade A trainees in the Region
and thanks are due to all involved, particularly Dr Robert Hill and Dr
Mick Henderson. Plans for further expansion are already in hand. We
remain concerned, however, by the lack of applicants for promoted
posts, both scientific and medical.

The first meeting in the Scottish Region this year was the AGM held in
Aberdeen in March. The John King Award was presented to Dr Kevin
Deans for his paper entitled ‘Continuous blood glucose monitoring in
diabetes’. The scientific meeting consisted of an interesting series of
presentations on diverse topics such as ethics, data protection and
quality management. Nine members papers were presented at the
summer meeting, including case reports with medico-legal implications
and clinical genetics. Papers presented by trainees were judged for the
next John King Award. The autumn meeting was held at the new
Edinburgh Royal Infirmary. Members had a chance to tour parts of the
PFI-built hospital. Topics included papers on the subject of drugs and
toxicology, a presentation from a consultant diabetologist on the
clinician’s view of standardisation of HbA1c measurement, and an
interactive session about thyroid function testing. The Region has
always been active in training, and was pleased to host the ACB
Training Course in Glasgow in April.

The North West Region has had another very successful year with a
series of four meetings. The first was the Ian Ward members papers
meeting, which was keenly contested by a record number of entries.
At the AGM in March, Graham Beastall gave an excellent overview of
A Profession under Siege with Dr Lance Sandle delivering the local
North West perspective, which was subsequently published in the
College Bulletin. In early summer a full day meeting on

Regional representatives met with the Chief Medical Officer,
Dr Henrietta Campbell to discuss a wide range of issues of local and
national relevance.
Our trainees had some success over the past year. Dr Jennifer Cundick
was awarded a Research Scholarship from the ACB Scientific
Committee, Dr Jenny Hamilton completed MSc in Clinical Biochemistry
and Miss Kirsty Kilpatrick completed MRCPath. Professor Elisabeth
Trimble, Consultant Pathologist, was awarded a CBE for Services to
Pathology. We congratulate all on their achievement.

The Region has a very active audit group, chaired by Dr Anne Pollock,
and our scientific meetings always have at least one audit-based paper.
Topics this year have included solvent analyses, cardiac troponin,
protein electrophoresis, and drugs of abuse. This group has started to
produce guidelines based on some of these audits.

Mike Hallworth presents Dr Adel Ismail with a gift on his retiral

The Regional Committee meets prior to the scientific meetings. This year
we welcomed Dr Denis O’Reilly as Regional Representative on Council,
and Rachel Edwards as our new East of Scotland trainee representative.
We now have a brief business meeting at the end of the scientific
programme so that members can have an instant update (and feed
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back). Matters discussed include Agenda for Change, the Scottish Forum
for Healthcare Science, trainee posts, and manpower and workforce
planning issues. We formally responded to the Quality Improvement
Scotland’s Health Technology Assessment: The Organisation of Troponin
Testing Services. With colleagues from the Royal College of Pathologists
we have written to the Scottish Executive Health Department seeking
formal representation on the National Workforce Committee.
This has been a busy and successful year for the Scottish Region of the
ACB. Thanks are due to the committee members for all their hard work,
in particular Dr Peter Rae, the Secretary.
This year has been one of determination within the South West and
Wessex Region to maintain its high standards of activity in the face of
ever-increasing service pressures and local commitments. As a result of
Paul Thomas’ good ideas and an enormous amount of work as
Meetings Secretary, we have had three profitable and informative
scientific meetings including the usual bi-annual two-day extravaganza
arranged jointly with the Welsh Region. This year it was held in Cardiff,
formally opened by Owen Crawley, who is Chief Scientific Advisor to
the Welsh Assembly. The programme was an eclectic mixture of topics;
some bursaries were offered to allow junior members to attend. There
were five strong contenders for the Bayer Award with Camilla Reed the
eventual winner. Meetings in Exeter and Frenchay were also well
attended, themed around tumour markers, clinical cases and analytical
and diagnostic challenges.
The Region’s dedication to training has seen a successful new Grade A
secondment to Winchester and the organization of three training days.
In addition, Bristol hosted the ACB Training Course in September to
good response. Thanks are due to all involved particularly Gayle
Harrison and Peter Astley. The difficulty of obtaining funding for Part II
MRCPath projects has been highlighted constantly in discussion over
the progress of our Grade Bs. The traditional departmental budget or
‘soft money’ sources are no longer available at a time when there are
greater numbers of trainees coming through the system, and when
grants are not easily forthcoming. The Committee views this as an
increasing and near-critical problem.
ACB Council initiatives in areas of audit and communications have been
welcomed. A network has been set up so that new activities and
opinion can be fed back to all our local areas and this has been a spur to
further a local website; we are looking forward to participating in the
training being offered next year. We are keen to conduct more audit in
the South West since our Wessex "branch" has been pretty active and
the proposal to develop a support structure for clinical audit within
clinical biochemistry has come at an ideal time; we are already better
organized with two audit leads.
Agenda for Change is viewed with some apprehension given the
expected roll out time, amount of work involved and limited progress
on job profiles or provision of extra bands. The regional FCS
representatives have done an excellent job in keeping the Committee
and local reps informed and involved locally, but many of our trusts
seem rather behind in engaging their workforce in the task ahead.
Following the move of the Chairman of the Southern Region, John
Fyffe, the previous Treasurer Gary Firth has taken over, leading to other
changes in the Committee. The core work within the Region has been
the continuation of four scientific meetings per year. The AGM in
March was held at Guy’s. The meeting included case presentations from
members in the morning; this is becoming a regular and very successful
event. Prizes were awarded for the best junior and senior member
presentation. Our summer meeting, entitled The Well-Informed
Laboratory was held in Oxford. The themes of the winter meeting held
at Sussex University centred on the opening of the new Brighton and
Sussex Medical School. The Committee will be considering how many
meetings can be held outside the London area.
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Participants in the Bayer Award at the joint Wales and South West
and Wessex Regions autumn meeting

The increasing number of grade A trainees has brought additional pressures
for our hard-working Regional Tutors. At the other end of the profession
we have had an increasing number of retiral presentations to make.
The Region continues to offer bursaries to attend international
meetings, and recipients have reported back at our scientific meetings.
We would encourage additional applicants from our local membership.
The activities of the Welsh Region followed the same tried and tested
format of previous years with successful scientific and audit meetings
involving the majority of members. The spring scientific meeting was
held in Swansea on the subject of obesity. This was followed by the
Region’s AGM. The autumn meeting, which was a joint meeting with
our friends from the South West Region was held in Cardiff in the
famous Angel Hotel – famous from the point of view that it’s opposite
the Millenium stadium and all of the Welsh Great rugby players have
stayed there.
The All Wales Clinical Biochemistry Audit Group continues to undertake
All Wales audits, produces standards (which can be down-loaded from
our site on the ACB website) and supports the activities of the National
Audit Group. Meetings of this group are an integral part of the scientific
meeting and it is always pleasing to see colleagues from other regions
and other disciplines attending. We are rapidly producing a standard on
the interpretation of troponin results with cardiology colleagues.
We continue to recruit high quality trainees and it is pleasing to note
that they regularly win national prizes at Focus. The Wales Assembly
Government allowed us to double the number of new trainees to 2 (!)
by providing the necessary funding. We are concerned that we have
lost a number of consultant clinical scientist posts in the Region and are
working with our medical colleagues to try and ensure that that
laboratories are adequately staffed with appropriately graded scientists
and medics.
The last year has seen the West Midlands Region concentrating on our
scientific meetings. The number of meetings has been kept low and an
emphasis placed on relevant content and plenty of marketing. The
result has been very positive with nearly 300 delegates attending
scientific meetings during the year. However many of these have been
visitors from other regions and there is still work to do to encourage
active participation at meetings by those in the West Midlands Region.
In the coming year the West Midlands will be starting to rebuild links
with other organisations and looking at the issues that will be raised by
the Modernisation of Pathology report. This will include a meeting
looking at practical issues involved in networking and other topics
emanating from the report.

Treasurer’s Report
Honorary Treasurer: Dr Steve Smith
As I predicted last year, this has been a difficult year to manage the
Association’s finances. We had our 50th Birthday, Focus income was
down compared to previous years and significant expenditure was
required for Euromedlab Glasgow 2005. All of these have been met
from this year’s income and I was particularly pleased to do this
without having to cash in any of our investments. I would like to
record my thanks for the strenuous efforts made by the Focus 2003
team to secure the amount of income that they did.
In the first part of the year our investments continued to fall until the
stock market began to rise. At the end of the year they were £91,052
higher at £594,049. On the belief that they will continue to recover I
have again decided not to revalue them in the accounts.
Although there was a deficit of £2,426 on the income and expenditure
account, this is after we loaned Clinical Biochemistry Conferences Ltd
(CBC) £50,000. This is the company we have set up to run the
European meeting in Glasgow in 2005. There is now significant
income coming in from our sponsors so I don’t anticipate having to
loan CBC any further capital.
Committee expenditure is largely in line with previous years with the
exception of Council. This is an exceptional increase due to the cost of
50th Anniversary bookmarks and a substantial piece of editorial which
we placed in a parliamentary journal and is related to our promotional
activities mentioned elsewhere in this report. In future this activity will
be itemised separately. There are also some expenses of Officers
related to Euromedlab Glasgow 2005 which will ultimately be charged
to CBC.

Steve Smith gives the Treasurer‘s Report at the AGM

There were no disbursements from either the CP Stewart or the
Benevolent Fund in 2003. Details of the CP Stewart Fund will be
included in the next edition of the Handbook to encourage our
younger members to apply.
Our auditors continue to be satisfied with the current financial viability
of the Association, All those involved in the many activities of the
Association are to be congratulated for the efforts made to ensure that
we continue to uphold our financial policy of meeting all expenditure
from the current year’s income.

Association Membership
The total membership at 10th February 2004 (2003) was 2144 (2141) and included 22 (20) Honorary Members, 22 (22) Emeritus
Members, 1237 (1241) Ordinary Members, 245 (297) Overseas Members, 66 (57) Affiliate Members, 11 (13) Student Members 216
(213) Federation Members and 27 (33) Temporarily retired and 298 (273) Permanently Retired Members.
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Audited Accounts and Financial Statements
Statutory report of the Council of Management for the year ending 31 December 2003
The Council of Management present their statutory report and the audited financial statements of the Association for the year ended 31 December 2003.
Principal Activities
The principal activity of the Association is to promote the advancement of Clinical Biochemistry.
Officers of the Association
The following were the Officers of the Association at 31 December 2003:
President
Professor A Shenkin
(to 12 May 2003)
Chairman
Mr M Hallworth
(to 12 May 2003)
Secretary
Dr S Rainbow
Treasurer
Dr S C H Smith
Assistant Secretary
Dr M Myers
(to 12 May 2003)
Meetings Secretary
Mr C J Seneviratne
Other Officers
Mr M J Toop
(to 12 May 2003)
Dr S J Frost
(to 12 May 2003)
Dr J Begley
(to 12 May 2003)
Miss O Lanigan
Mrs R Lapworth
Dr J G Middle
Dr I D Watson

President
Chair

Professor C P Price
Miss J M Smith

Assistant Secretary

Dr G McCreanor

(appointed 12 May 2003)
(appointed 12 May 2003)

Dr A McDonald-Cruickshank
Dr D Freedman
Mr K D Griffiths
Mr P W Auld
(appointed 12 May 2003)
Mr G Wieringa
(appointed 12 May 2003)
Dr R Beetham
(appointed 12 May 2003)
Dr G B Firth
(appointed 12 May 2003)
Dr J M Wardell
(appointed 12 May 2003)

Auditors
The auditors, Baker Tilly, have expressed their willingness to continue in office subject to the approval of the members in general meeting.
Small companies’ exemption
This report is prepared in accordance with the special provisions of Part VII of the Companies Act 1985 relating to small companies.
By order of the Council of Management
Dr S J Rainbow, Secretary
4 March 2004

Statement of Responsibilities of Council of Management
Company law requires the officers to prepare financial statements for each financial period which give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the
Association and of the surplus or deficit of the Association for that period. In preparing those financial statements, the officers are required to: a) select suitable accounting
policies and then apply them consistently; b) make judgements and estimates that are reasonable and prudent; c) state whether applicable accounting standards have been
followed, subject to any material departures disclosed and explained in the financial statements; and d) prepare the financial statements on the going concern basis unless it
is inappropriate to presume that the Association will continue in business.
The officers are responsible for keeping proper accounting records which disclose with reasonable accuracy at any time the financial position of the Association and to
enable them to ensure that the financial statements comply with the requirements of the Companies Act 1985. They are also responsible for safeguarding the assets of the
Association and hence for taking reasonable steps for the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities.

Auditors’ Report to the Members of the ACB
We have audited the financial statements on pages 23 to 26 which have been prepared under the accounting policies set out on pages 23 and 24.
This report is made solely to the Association’s members, as a body, in accordance with section 235 of the Companies Act 1985. Our audit work has been undertaken so that
we might state to the Association’s members those matters we are required to state to them in an auditor’s report and for no other purpose. The fullest extent permitted by
law, we do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone other than the Association and the Association’s members as a body, for our audit work, for this report, or for the
options we have formed.
Respective responsibilities of Council of Management and Auditors
The Council of Management’s responsibilities for preparing the Annual Report and the financial statements in accordance with applicable law and United Kingdom
Accounting Standards are set out in the Statement of Council of Management’s Responsibilities.
Our responsibility is to audit the financial statements in accordance with relevant legal and regulatory requirements and United Kingdom Auditing Standards.
We report to you in our opinion as to whether the financial statements give a true and fair view and are properly prepared in accordance with the Companies Act 1985. We
also report to you if, in our opinion, the Council of Management’s Report is not consistent with the financial statements, if the Association has not kept proper accounting
records, if we have not received all the information and explanations we require for our audit, or if information specified by law regarding Council of Management’s
remuneration and transactions with the Association is not disclosed.
We read other information contained in the Annual Report, and consider whether it is consistent with the audited financial statements. This other information comprises
only the Council of Management’s Report. We consider the implications for our report if we become aware of any apparent misstatements or material inconsistencies with
the financial statements. Our responsibilities do not extend to any other information.
Basis of opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with Auditing Standards issued by the Auditing Practices Board. An audit includes examination, on a test basis, of evidence relevant to
the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. It also includes an assessment of the significant estimates and judgements made by the Council of Management in the
preparation of the financial statements, and of whether the accounting policies are appropriate to the Association's circumstances, consistently applied, and adequately disclosed.
We planned and performed our audit so as to obtain all the information and explanations which we considered necessary in order to provide us with sufficient evidence to
give reasonable assurance that the financial statements are free from material misstatement, whether caused by fraud or other irregularity or error. In forming our opinion
we also evaluated the overall adequacy of the presentation of information in the financial statements.
Opinion
In our opinion the financial statements give a true and fair view of the state of the Association's affairs at 31 December 2003 and of its deficit for the year then ended and
have been properly prepared in accordance with the Companies Act 1985.
Registered Auditor, Chartered Accountants
Park House, Station Square
Coventry CV1 2NS
8 March 2004
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Statutory Income and Expenditure Account
Notes
Operating Income
Administrative expenses

2003

2002

£

£

1,230,273
(1,263,699)

1,297,838
(1,199,149)

Operating surplus
Interest receivable and investment income

1
2

(33,426)
7,646

98,689
4,968

(Deficit)/surplus for the year on ordinary activities before taxation
Taxation

3

(25,780)
(95)

103,657
(118)

(25,875)
23,449

103,539
(60,735)

(2,426)

42,804

2003
£

2002
£

(Deficit)/surplus for the year before allocations to funds
Less allocations to funds
(Deficit)/surplus for year transferred to accumulated fund

9

The company has no recognised gains or losses other than the results for the year as set out above.
All of the activities of the company are classed as continuing.

Balance Sheet at 31 December 2003

Notes

General Funds
Fixed Assets
Tangible Assets
Investments

4
5

1,026,017
697,598
1,723,615

1,048,469
697,598
1,746,067

Current Assets
Debtors
Cash at bank and deposits

6
7

206,754
173,848
380,602

91,745
249,577
341,322

Creditors:
Amounts falling due within one year

8

(102,703)

(60,000)

277,899

281,322

2,001,514

2,027,389

944,978
507,559
428,139
119,295
1,543
2,001,514

947,404
507,559
428,139
142,744
1,543
2,027,389

Net Current Assets
Total Assets less Liabilities
Funds of the Association
Accumulated
Education and meetings
Publications
Regional deposits
Professors Prize fund

9
9
9
9
9

These financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the special provisions for small companies under Part VII of the Companies Act 1985,
and the Financial Reporting Standard for Smaller Entities (effective March 2000).
These financial statements were approved by the Council of Management on 4 March 2004
Dr S C H Smith – Honorary Treasurer

Notes on Accounting Policies for the year ended 31 December 2003
Basis of accounts
These financial statements have been prepared under the historical cost convention.
Group accounts
The officers have taken advantage of the exemption from the requirement to prepare group accounts under S248 of the Companies Act 1985 as
small-sized group.
Operating Income
Operating income includes income from subscriptions, education activities and publications, including income from national meetings.
General funds
These are funds on which there is no restriction on the use of either capital or income.
The regional deposits fund holds the accumulated receipts, including capitation fees, of the Association’s Regions, and being surplus to their
immediate commitments.
The publications fund was established in 1980 to hold receipts lodged by the Association for the purpose of financing the development of its
scientific publishing activIties.
The education and meetings fund was established in 1980 to hold receipts lodged by the Association for the purpose of financing meetings and
educational activities.
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Receipts added to funds
The interest accruing to the funds, less charges, is added directly to the appropriate fund.
Subscriptions
Annual subscriptions are allocated according to their renewal date. The subscriptions relating to the year under review are included in the
income and expenditure account and those relating to the following year are shown in creditors as prepaid subscriptions.
Fixed assets
a) Computer and Office Equipment
Until 31 December 1996 the cost of all computing facilities and office equipment were written off in the year of acquisition. With
effect from 1 January 1997 these will be capitalised and depreciated as follows
Computer equipment

–

20% straight line

Office equipment

–

15% reducing balance.

b) Long Leasehold Property
During the year ended 31 December 2000, the Association acquired property on a 999-year lease. The property was brought into use
in December 2000 and the cost will be depreciated over a period of fifty years from 1 January 2001.
Deferred Taxation
Deferred taxation is recognised in respect of all timing differences that have originated but not reversed at the balance sheet date
where transactions or events that result in an obligation to pay more tax in the future or a right to pay less tax in the future have
occurred at the balance sheet date. Timing differences are differences between the company’s taxable profits and its results as stated
in the financial statements that arise from the inclusion of gains and losses in tax assessments in periods different from those in which
they are recognised in the financial statements.
Deferred tax is measured at the average tax rates that are expected to apply in the periods in which timing differences are expected to
reverse, based on the tax rates and laws that have been enacted or substantially enacted by the balance sheet date. Deferred tax is
measured on a non-discounted basis.
Turnover
Turnover represents the invoiced value, net of Value Added Tax, of services provided to customers.
1.

Operating surplus
Auditors’ remuneration

2.

Interest receivable and investment income
On bank deposit account
Dividends received

3.

Taxation
Current tax:
– UK corporation on profits of period
Adjustment in respect of previous period
Tax on surplus on ordinary activities

4.

5.

Tangible fixed assets

2002
£
5,500

2003
£
5,848
1,798
7,646

2002
£
4,968
–
4,968

2003
£
–

2002
£
150

–
–

(32)
118

Long leasehold
property
£

Office
equipment
£

Computer
equipment
£

Total

Cost
At 31 December 2002
Additions
Balance at 31 December 2003

1,064,618
3,450
1,068,068

27,013
27,013

42,109
42,109

1,133,740
3,450
1,137,190

Depreciation
At 31 December 2002
Charge for year
Balance at 31 December 2003

42,502
21,361
63,863

4,852
3,324
8,176

37,917
1,217
39,134

85,271
25,902
111,173

Net book value at 31 December 2003

1,004,205

18,837

2,975

1,026,017

Net book value at 31 December 2002

1,022,116

22,161

4,192

1,048,469

2003
£
697,503

2002
£
697,503

–
1
–
697,598

94
1
–
697,598

Investments
Quoted: Offshore bonds
Unquoted:
XVI International Congress of Clinical Chemistry 1996 Limited
(incorporated in England) at cost (dissolved)
Pathology 2000 Limited (incorporated in England) at cost (dormant)
Clinical Biochemistry Conferences (incorporated in Scotland) at cost
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2003
£
5,600

£

The market value of the quoted investments at 31 December 2003 was £594,049 (2002: £502,997).
The Association of Clinical Biochemists holds directly 94% of the issued ordinary share capital of the XVI International Congress
of Clinical Chemistry 1996 Limited, having acquired the shares at par for cash. The remaining 6% was held by the directors as
nominees of the Association of Clinical Biochemists. During the year, the company was removed from the Companies House Register.
The Association of Clinical Biochemists holds directly 50% of the issued ordinary share capital of Pathology 2000 Limited, having acquired
the shares at par for cash. The aggregate capital and reserves of the company were £2 at 31 October 2003 (2002: £3,576).
The Association of Clinical Biochemists is the parent undertaking of Clinical Biochemistry Conferences, a company limited by
guarantee. The company was incorporated on 8 January 2003 and its principal activity is the management of conferences for the
benefit of Clinical Biochemistry.
6.

Debtors

2003
£
41,741
105,013
50,000
206,754

2002
£
36,603
55,142
–
91,745

2003
£
173,848

2002
£
249,577

2003
£
34,905
4,937
–
112
57,149
5,600
102,703

2002
£
29,527
17,176
150
432
7,215
5,500
60,000

Allocation to education fund
Allocation to publication fund
Allocation to Regional deposits fund
Allocation to Professors Prize fund
Balance at 31 December 2003

2003
£
947,404
(25,875)
921,529
–
–
23,449
–
944,978

2002
£
904,600
103,539
1,008,139
(20,000)
(20,000)
(21,580)
845
947,404

Education and meetings fund
Balance at 31 December 2002
Allocated from accumulated fund
Balance at 31 December 2003

507,559
–
507,559

487,559
20,000
507,559

Publications fund
Balance at 31 December 2002
Allocated from accumulated fund
Balance at 31 December 2003

428,139
–
428,139

408,139
20,000
428,139

142,744

121,164

44,908
–
1,867
(70,224)
119,295

34,266
15,930
2,400
(31,016)
142,744

1,543

2,388

–
1,543

(845)
1,543

Trade debtors
Prepaid expenditure for national meetings
Loan to Clinical Biochemistry Conferences

7.

Bank and deposits
Bank current and deposit accounts
Cash surplus to daily commitments is held on bank deposit.

8.

Creditors: amounts falling due within one year
Bank overdraft
Deposits received in advance for national meetings
Taxation
Cash held on behalf of benevolent fund (note 10)
Other taxes and social security
Other creditors

9.

General fund
Accumulated fund
Balance at 31 December 2002
Deficit/surplus for the year

Regional deposits fund
Balance at 31 December 2002
Allocated from accumulated fund
Amount transferred from regions
Regional allocation
Interest receivable
Amount transferred to regions
Balance at 31 December 2003
Professors Prize fund
Balance at 31 December 2002
Allocated from accumulated fund
Prize and honorarium
Balance at 31 December 2003
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10. Cash held on behalf of benevolent fund

2003
£
112

Donations received less paid

2002
£
432

11. Publications
These sums include the total income and expenditure on the Annals of Clinical Biochemistry, ACB News, advertising, situations vacant,
Members’ Handbook, Venture Publications and publications of the AACC.

12. Committees
These sums represent the cost of the meetings of the Council of the Association and all the committees.
National meetings
Council and Executive
Scientific
Education
Publications
Trainees
Federation of Clinical Scientists
Corporate member

2003
£
4,297
35,390
5,163
4,365
1,764
1,478
45,763
4,901
103,121

2002
£
7,336
25,881
5,990
4,321
2,942
1,419
41,600
4,814
94,303

2003
£

2002
£

188,559
30,010
218,569
7,764
619,912
6,292
332,828
44,908
1,230,273
7,646
–
1,237,919

186,181
29,852
216,033
36,260
702,312
11,572
297,395
34,266
1,297,838
4,968
(150)
1,302,656

103,121
270,303
550,611
70,224
167,954
11,608
11,556
16,968
–
31,164
4,288
1,217
3,324
21,361
1,263,699

94,303
269,707
489,091
31,016
184,616
11,304
13,095
11,891
845
57,360
4,881
6,751
3,002
21,287
1,199,149

(25,780)
(95)

103,507
32

(25,875)

103,539

13. Status of the Association
The Association of Clinical Biochemists is a company limited by guarantee not having a share capital.

Detailed Income and Expenditure Account
Notes
Income
Subscriptions – general
Subscriptions – corporate
PPP Foundation Grant - Labtests Online project
Education, including national meetings
Room hire
Publications
Regions
Investment Income
Less provision for corporation tax

Expenditure
Committees
Publications
Education
Regions
Administration
Scientific scholarships
Council activity
Labtests Online project
Prize and honorarium
VAT irrecoverable
Bank charges
Depreciation of computer equipment
Depreciation of fixtures and fittings
Depreciation of long leasehold

2

12
11

(Under)/over provision of Corporation Tax in prior year
Surplus being excess of income over
expenditure transferred to
accumulated fund
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9

Benevolent Fund
The Trustees present their annual report and financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2003. The unincorporated charity, number 254213, is registered with
the Charity Commission and entered in the Central Register of Charities.
Principal Activities
The fund has been established to aid persons who are or have been clinical biochemists regardless of whether they are subscribers to the fund and the wives, children,
widows or dependents of deceased or disabled clinical biochemists.
Governing Document
The charity is governed by a Deed of Trust dated 24 October 1967.
Trustees
The following were Trustees during the year under review: the Association of Clinical Biochemists represented by the Benevolent Fund Committee comprising
President - Professor A Shenkin (to May 2003) Professor C P Price (from June 2003)

Honorary Treasurer - Dr S C H Smith Former Treasurer - Dr D J Wright

Reserves Policy
It is the policy of the charity to maintain unrestricted funds which are adequate to fulfil the objectives of the charity, subject to the limitations placed on the use of funds which has
resulted in reserves building up to the current level. Any surplus funds are held in investments or short-term deposits to help maintain the income levels for future years. Limited
amounts have been paid to beneficiaries over the past few years and the trustees will endeavour to find suitable persons whom the charity can help.
130-132 Tooley Street
London
SE1 2TU

By order of the Trustees
Dr S C H Smith, Honorary Treasurer
4 March 2004

Independent Examiner’s Report
I report on the accounts of the Charity for the year ended 31 December 2003, which are set out below.
Respective responsibilities of trustees and examiner
As the charity’s trustees, you are responsible for the preparation of the accounts; you consider that the audit requirement of section 43(2) of the Charities Act 1993 (the Act) does not
apply. It is my responsibility to state, on the basis of procedures specified in the General Directions given by the Charity Commissioners under section 43(7)(b) of the Act, whether
particular matters have come to our attention.
Basis of independent examiner’s report
My examination was carried out in accordance with the General Directions given by the Charity Commissioners. An examination includes a review of the accounting records kept by
the charity and a comparison of the accounts presented with those records. It also includes consideration of any unusual items or disclosures in the accounts, and seeking explanations
from you as trustees concerning any such matters. The procedures undertaken do not provide all the evidence that would be required in an audit, and consequently I do not express
an audit opinion on the view given by the accounts.
Independent examiner’s statement
In connection with our examination, no matter has come to my attention:
1

2

which gives us reasonable cause to believe that in any material respect the requirements
• to keep accounting records in accordance with section 41 of the Act; and
• to prepare accounts which accord with the accounting records and to comply with the accounting requirements of the Act.
have not been met: or
to which, in my opinion, attention should be drawn in order to enable a proper understanding of the accounts to be reached.
P Oxtoby, Chartered Certified Accountant
on behalf of Baker Tilly, Chartered Accountants
Coventry, 8 March 2004

Income and Expenditure Account
Incoming resources
Donations received
Interest receivable
Resources expended
Benevolent Payments
Movement in funds
Accumulated fund at 31 December 2002
Accumulated fund at 31 December 2003

Balance Sheet
Current assets
Amount invested in money market
Funds held by Association of Clinical Biochemists
Balance at Bank
Net assets
Unrestricted funds
Accumulated fund

Unrestricted Funds
2003
£
147
771
918

2002
£
272
1,062
1,334

–
918

(1,381)
(47)

41,080
41,998

41,127
41,080

2003

2002

£
39,729
112
2,157
41,998

£
38,959
432
1,689
41,080

41,998

41,080

Dr S C H Smith – Honorary Treasurer
4 March 2004

Notes on Financial Statements
1.

Principal accounting policies
Accounting convention
The financial statements are prepared under the historical cost convention.
Investment income
Investment income is accounted for in the period in which the charity is entitled to receipt.
Resources expended
Expenditure is included on an accruals basis. Grants payable are charged in the year when the offer is conveyed to the recipient, in those cases where the offer is
conditional, such grants being recognised as expenditure when the conditions attaching are fulfilled.
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C. P. Stewart Memorial Fund
The Trustees present their annual report and financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2003. The unincorporated charity, number 269345, is registered with
the Charity Commission and entered in the Central Register of Charities.
Principal Activities
The fund has been established to fund the advancement of scientific knowledge and education by providing financial support to enable scientists to visit laboratories
within the United Kingdom or elsewhere for the purposes of learning specialised techniques or to obtain first hand knowledge from a recognised expert in a field that
would assist them in their studies.
Governing document
The charity is governed by a Deed of Trust dated 29 January 1974.
Trustees
The following were Trustees during the year under review: the Association of Clinical Biochemists represented by the C. P. Stewart Fund Committee comprising
Chairman
Secretary
Honorary Treasurer

Mr M Hallworth (to May 2003)
Dr P Wood (to May 2003)
Dr S C H Smith

Miss J M Smith (from June 2003)
Dr S Rainbow (from June 2003)

Reserves policy
It is the policy of the charity to maintain unrestricted funds which are adequate to fulfil the objectives of the charity, subject to the limitations placed on the use of funds which has
resulted in reserves building up to their current level. Any surplus funds are held in investments or short-term desposits to help maintain the income levels for future years. No
amounts have been paid out in connection with the objects of the charity for the past few years so the trustees will endeavour to find suitable persons whom the charity can help.
130-132 Tooley Street
London
SE1 2TU

By order of the Trustees
Dr S C H Smith, Honorary Treasurer
4 March 2004

Independent Examiner’s Report
I report on the accounts of the Charity for the year ended 31 December 2003, which are set out below.
Respective responsibilities of trustees and examiner
As the charity’s trustees, you are responsible for the preparation of the accounts; you consider that the audit requirement of section 43(2) of the Charities Act 1993 (the Act) does not
apply. It is my responsibility to state, on the basis of procedures specified in the General Directions given by the Charity Commissioners under section 43(7)(b) of the Act, whether
particular matters have come to my attention.
Basis of independent examiner’s report
My examination was carried out in accordance with the General Directions given by the Charity Commissioners. An examination includes a review of the accounting records kept by
the charity and a comparison of the accounts presented with those records. It also includes consideration of any unusual items or disclosures in the accounts, and seeking explanations
from you as trustees concerning any such matters. The procedures undertaken do not provide all the evidence that would be required in an audit, and consequently I do not express
an audit opinion on the view given by the accounts.
Independent examiner’s statement
In connection with my examination, no matter has come to our attention:
1

2

which gives me reasonable cause to believe that in any material respect the requirements
• to keep accounting records in accordance with section 41 of the Act; and
• to prepare accounts which accord with the accounting records and to comply with the accounting requirements of the Act.
have not been met: or
to which, in my opinion, attention should be drawn in order to enable a proper understanding of the accounts to be reached.
P Oxtoby, Chartered Certified Accountant
on behalf of Baker Tilly, Chartered Accountants
Coventry, 8 March 2004

Income and Expenditure Account
Interest received on bank deposit account
Disbursements

Unrestricted Funds
2003
£
382

2002
£
522

–

–

382

522

19,016
19,398

18,494
19,016

2003
£

2002
£

Current assets
Bank deposit account

19,398

19,016

Unrestricted funds
Accumulated fund

19,398

19,016

Excess of income over expenditure for the year
Accumulated fund at 31 December 2002
Accumulated fund at 31 December 2003

Balance Sheet

Notes on Financial Statements
1.

Dr S. C. H. Smith – Honorary Treasurer
4 March 2004

Principal accounting policies
Accounting convention
The financial statements are prepared under the historical cost convention.
Investment income
Investment income is accounted for in the period in which the charity is entitled to receipt.
Resources expended
Expenditure is included on an accruals basis. Grants payable are charged in the year when the offer is conveyed to the recipient, in those cases where the offer is
conditional, such grants being recognised as expenditure when the conditions attaching are fulfilled.
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